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The Sales Assistant for Peyote Bird Designs is responsible for helping to build an engaged and loyal 
base through daily interaction with customers in a sales and service capacity.  
The position reports to the Director of Sales and is based in Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Position Goal
 
Help Peyote Bird and the Leadership Team push out to the world all the beautiful products we have 
to sell through a structured process and a formalized brand, bringing advocacy of our brand to 
every agreed upon opportunity. This position has significant room for growth within the company. 

Position Responsibilities

01. New Sales
- Make inquiries and calls upon prospective customers
- Engage existing customers in review of new product lines
- Cultivate and maintain new relationships
-  Travel to trade shows
-  Expand to new markets  

02. Current Customers
- Follow up on house accounts 
- Communicate with external sales reps regarding new programs, sales leads, etc.
- Nurture existing customer relationships
-  Manage online and International accounts 

03. Website Sales
- Determine item selection for retail website sales
- Work with the Marketing Coordinator to update the website with new selections

04. Administrative Tasks
- Enter new orders in the organization’s data base
- Maintain the customer database in both Quickbooks and SalesForce
- Conduct research regarding industry trends and effectively communicate findings

05. Tent Sales (Retail sales events)
- Organize all aspects of our seasonal retail sales events (tent sales), from the selection, 
 display, and pricing of inventory to procurement of support services for each event, 
 including catering and equipment rentals
- Conduct ongoing monitoring and restocking of the Tent Sale area throughout the year

06. Organizational and Team Responsibilities
- Take ownership
- Be passionate in what you do 
- Be a team player
- Be respectful 
- Build trust
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07. Required Skills
- Demonstrated ability to appropriately employee strong written and verbal communication skills 
- Strong track record demonstrating the ability to make a successful sales pitch 
- Ability to travel as required for the position 
- Strong skills regarding attention to detail, being task-driven, and successful engagement of 
 others in task completion when team-work is needed
- Demonstrated ability to work well with others at all levels in a fast paced environment 
- Ability to represent Peyote Bird Designs in a professional, fashion-forward manner

08.  Education and/or Experience
- College degree or equivalent years of higher education
- 1+ years in a sales environment, including making cold calls
- Experience within the jewelry industry is highly preferred
- Proficiency with MS Office software
- Project management experience

09. Physical Conditions and other requirements
- Must be able to lift 50 pounds
- Must have a current New Mexico driver’s license and reliable transportation with which 
 to visit current and prospective customers in both in New Mexico and neighboring states
- Must be able to spend extended periods of time standing or involved in active movement


